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Introduction {#slct201600770-sec-0001}
============

Early advances in either Chemistry or Biology progressed independently among the disciplines, thus, without the benefit of a mutual impact. Today, however, boundaries of (Organic) Chemistry and Biology have been blurred as knowledge and techniques are quickly interchanged and adopted. Natural Product Chemists analyze newly sequenced genomes for clues to previously undiscovered bioactive molecules or biosynthetic pathways. Biologists identify molecules, which regulate signaling events, during cell development and control interactions among species. Synthetic Organic Chemists rely on biological assays to guide the design of molecules to be used as ligands tightly binding to enzymes and protein receptors. Various techniques of Physical Organic Chemistry and Molecular Biology are applied to enzymes and other biomolecules to gain some understanding of their structures, functions and mechanisms of action at levels earlier accessible only to small molecules.[1](#slct201600770-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}

This flow of intellect, so to speak, between the disciplines, would not have been realized, had both of them not been in partnership. Chemical Biology, i. e. the application of Chemistry to elucidate problems of Biology at the molecular level, was, thus, born. The significance and power of this partnership has been amply demonstrated in the post‐genomics era.

Understanding the physiology of diseases is vital to drug design and molecular mechanisms of diseases are a core theme.^\[2\]^ There is a move from high‐throughput to high‐output screening to select disease‐relevant targets for synthesis. Data from structure, function and post‐genomics technologies on biological targets are invaluable in identifying compounds with unique profiles. When such information is not available, chemists generate small molecule leads binding to the target. Furthermore, they attempt to mimic nature by identifying compounds to fit the structural constraints of the target\'s binding site(s).

Selective binding plays a key role in enzyme--substrate interactions. Artificial non protein‐based enzymes, incorporating a binding site along with catalytic groups, can achieve high rates and selectivity.

Biological membranes, on the other hand, have inspired attempts towards suitable structure modifications to facilitate transport of molecules through them.[3](#slct201600770-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

All biological processes are regulated and mediated by various interactions. Prominent among them is H‐bonding, a key‐ interaction in the world, as we know it. The unusual and complex properties of water, the ability of proteins to fold into stable 3D structures, the fidelity of DNA base pairing and the binding of ligands to receptors, are among the manifestations of this ubiquitous non covalent interaction.

It has been the subject of scrutiny for decades and has gradually developed and expanded into a field in its own merit. Today, it has reached a stage of maturity such that it gives rise to philosophical quests as to its nature or identity. Expertly written reviews, monographs, books or treatises have appeared covering the massive work produced so far and are cited in the various sections. However, these works treat the subject within the Chemistry or Biology domains separately.

Certain features of this remarkable interaction, evident in a couple of ongoing projects, have motivated the authors into shaping the present account. This is, thus, intended to be an interdisciplinary extensive "executive summary", so to speak, highlighting, critically in parts, major features and concepts of H‐bonding and its significance, spanning through important overlapping fields of Chemistry and Biology, eventually demonstrating its role as a bridge between the two disciplines.

It is hoped that through these lines it will become apparent that (a) the partnership of these disciplines is a *sine qua non* to the progress of both either as individual domains or more importantly as joined forces and (b) activity in deciphering the full potential of this remarkable interaction will thrive unabated into a bright future.

1. Non Covalent Bonding Interactions {#slct201600770-sec-0002}
====================================

Non covalent interactions are stabilizing bonding interactions, pivotal to molecular recognition and eventually to drug design. The total stabilization energy of these interactions is partitioned into various contributions. Electrostatic, charge transfer (CT) and dispersion are the dominant ones.^\[4\]^ H‐bonding stands prominently among them, having a central role in the structure, function and dynamics of chemical and biological systems.

1.1. Conventional H‐bonding {#slct201600770-sec-0003}
---------------------------

### H‐bond Profile {#slct201600770-sec-0004}

A conventional H‐bond is formed between a polar species XH and a lone pair carrier Y:

X^δ−^−Η⋅⋅⋅⋅Y^δ+^ (X=O, N, F & Y=electron rich atom).

In general, an H‐bond is characterized[4](#slct201600770-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#slct201600770-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#slct201600770-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#slct201600770-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#slct201600770-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#slct201600770-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} by:

a weak to medium interaction energy (*ca*.10‐40KJmol^−1^),a substantial overlap of electron clouds of the heteroatoms,an electron transfer between the heteroatoms,a preferred geometry (most frequently observed) of 1.6 Å\>d\<3.2 ÅÅ\>d\< 2.6 Å) and an angle ϕ\>90° (ideally ϕ\>130°).

What is the driving force behind the geometry and spectral features of H‐bonding? Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) Analysis has shown^\[10\]^ that there is a charge transfer (CT) from the electron donor to the antibonding orbitals of the electron acceptor (proton donor). Accumulation of electron density in those orbitals causes elongation of the latter and a red shift of its IR stretching frequency. According to a recent report,[11](#slct201600770-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} a Natural Bond‐Bond Polarizability (NBBP) index, within the NBO framework, at the *ab initio* and DFT levels, may describe delocalization phenomena, H‐bonding interactions among them.

The H donor/acceptor groups commonly found, particularly in biomolecules, are shown in Table [1](#slct201600770-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Common H‐bonding sites in biomolecules.

  *Acceptor sites*                    *Donor sites*                                                                                                                                        
  ----------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  ![](SLCT-1-4520-g015.jpg "image")   amines                                                                                                           ![](SLCT-1-4520-g022.jpg "image")   water, alcohols, phenols, carboxylic acids
  ![](SLCT-1-4520-g016.jpg "image")   imines                                                                                                           ![](SLCT-1-4520-g023.jpg "image")   amines, amides, azoles
  ![](SLCT-1-4520-g017.jpg "image")   nitriles                                                                                                         ![](SLCT-1-4520-g024.jpg "image")   ammonium ions
  ![](SLCT-1-4520-g018.jpg "image")   alcohols, ether, water                                                                                                                                
  ![](SLCT-1-4520-g019.jpg "image")   amides, esters, ketones                                                                                                                               
  ![](SLCT-1-4520-g020.jpg "image")   P (phosphine‐) N (amine‐)oxides S (sulfo‐)                                                                                                            
  ![](SLCT-1-4520-g021.jpg "image")   Fluorine                                                                                                                                              
  Anions                              RCO~2~ ^−^ : carboxylates RSO~3~ ^−^ : sulfonates ROPO~3~ ^2−^: phosphates Hal^−^: halide (fluoride, chloride)                                        
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H‐bonding is an interaction of diverse nature, no longer limited to the long‐known conventional interactions. As an attractive interaction between an H donor and an H acceptor, it can be either in the same (Figure [1](#slct201600770-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, type a) or in different molecules (Figure [1](#slct201600770-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, type b).

![Intermolecular H‐bonding interactions between same or different molecules.](SLCT-1-4520-g003){#slct201600770-fig-0001}

Arrangements of types A or B describe an intermolecular H‐bonding. Type B is labile, occurs randomly, thus, it is difficult to determine.[12](#slct201600770-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

If the donor and acceptor sites within a molecule are close enough, then an equilibrium is usually set up between pseudo‐ring and open conformations.[13](#slct201600770-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} The former conformation facilitates and triggers an intramolecular H‐bond while the latter one forces the polar groups to be exposed to the surroundings (e.g solvent) (Figure [2](#slct201600770-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![H‐bonding sites in "closed" (pseudo ring) and "open" conformations.](SLCT-1-4520-g004){#slct201600770-fig-0002}

Intramolecular H‐bonding is essential in chemical and biological processes. It may be strong enough, in many molecular or supramolecular structures. In water, it can stabilize the secondary or tertiary structure of biological molecules, interfering in their conformation dynamics or transition state energetics.

Its utility in many applications is a major research theme. Catalysis, particularly organocatalysis, proton and electron transfer processes (excited state proton transfer included) in thermochromic, photochromic and sensing materials or supramolecular preorganized hosts for guest binding, are some front‐line applications (see later sections). Its activating effect in organocatalysis[14](#slct201600770-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and basicity of amine bases,[15](#slct201600770-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} are two important and practically useful features.

There have been investigations on the competition between *intra*‐ and *inter*molecular H‐bonding \[16\]. The former is preferred among 5‐ or 6‐membered rings.[16](#slct201600770-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Strong and very strong H‐bonds have been classified \[17\] into +/‐ charge‐assisted (+/‐CAHBs) and resonance‐assisted (RAHBs). Of moderate strength are the polarization‐assisted H‐bonds (PAHBs) of ⋅⋅⋅⋅O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅ groups observed in water, alcohols or phenols.

The stability of the intramolecular H‐bond is attributed to resonance assistance giving extended π‐delocalization. In this context, the impact of intramolecular H‐bonding on substituent properties or intramolecular cyclizations has been investigated.[18](#slct201600770-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#slct201600770-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

Intramolecular H‐bonding has also been investigated by ^1^H and ^17^O NMR spectroscopy in many applications.[20](#slct201600770-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#slct201600770-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} A special issue on some aspects indicative of its significance has recently been devoted to it.[22](#slct201600770-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

Multiple H‐bonding (H‐bond furcation) is observed in supramolecular structures.^\[23\]^ 3‐Centered (bifurcated) are the common ones (Figure [3](#slct201600770-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) but 4‐centered (trifurcated) are also found in biomolecules.

![Furcated H‐bonding types: **(a) bifurcated donor, and (b) bifurcated acceptor**.](SLCT-1-4520-g005){#slct201600770-fig-0003}

Bifurcated H‐bonds have been measured by DFT calculations and isotope‐edited FTIR spectroscopy in transmembrane (influenza A M2 protein and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus \[SARS\] E protein)[24](#slct201600770-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} or in complex RAHB environments.[25](#slct201600770-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} In a modern context, furcation includes all kinds of strong (O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O, N−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O) and weak (C−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O) H‐bonds.[26](#slct201600770-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#slct201600770-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} More than 25 % of O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O H‐bonds in carbohydrates, and more so in amino acids and proteins, are multifurcated.[28](#slct201600770-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} A special issue on the spectroscopy of H‐bonded systems, describing excited state dynamic interactions has been published recently.[29](#slct201600770-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}

Symmetry is of significance for an H‐bond.[30](#slct201600770-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} H‐bonded sites of the same proton affinity raise the question of an H‐bond equidistant from both ends, i. e. either midway or closer to one of them, hopping in rapid equilibrium. These possibilities correspond to double‐well or single‐well potentials.

Double--well potentials are associated with strong H‐bonds whereas the single‐well H‐bond potentials are among the strongest, e. g. \[F⋅⋅⋅⋅H⋅⋅⋅⋅F\]^−^. All H‐bonds are described as resonance hybrids reaching maximum stabilization when the resonance forms have identical energies as in a single‐well potential. The majority, however, of H‐bonds are asymmetrical, i. e. H lies closer to one of the atoms, even if they are the same

The nature of H‐bonding has been recently revisited[31](#slct201600770-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} with reference to bond critical point (bcp) and its corresponding chemical bond relationship. The study has been based on homologous diols in their ring‐like conformation (i. e., a 5‐, 6‐ & a 7‐ring conformation) (Figure [4](#slct201600770-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Revisiting intramolecular version of H‐bonding.](SLCT-1-4520-g006){#slct201600770-fig-0004}

Geometry and IR spectroscopy secure an intramolecular H‐bond. It has, thus, been suggested that a bcp is only one of the criteria to assess the existence of a bond. The question of the nature of H‐bond as a true bond or just a weak interaction, in the form of an energy continuum, remains a strongly debated issue.[32](#slct201600770-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#slct201600770-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#slct201600770-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} Imaging methods such as scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) have been called in to "see" H‐bonding.[35](#slct201600770-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} Not only the "revered" O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅OH bonds have been unveiled but also C−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O and C−H⋅⋅⋅⋅N ones with C−H groups as donors. In this context, a "carbon bond" has recently been proposed by analogy to H and halogen bonds.[36](#slct201600770-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}

### Proton transfer (PT) Phenomena {#slct201600770-sec-0005}

An H‐bond between XH and Y is a proton sharing between the two ends X and Y, thus, it is, in fact, a step prior to Proton Transfer (PT).$$\left. {XH} + Y\rightarrow X - H \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot Y\rightarrow X{}^{-} \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot H - Y{}^{+}\rightarrow X{}^{-} + {HY}{}^{+} \right.$$

The correlation between H‐bonding and PT has been pointed out by Bürgi and Dunnitz \[37\] and this relationship has been a research theme ever since (see also Tautomerism, section 3.4).[38](#slct201600770-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}

Its fundamental importance in chemistry and biology[38](#slct201600770-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} has been recognized. Both intermolecular and intramolecular PTs in H‐bonded systems have received much attention, theoretically and experimentally,[12](#slct201600770-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#slct201600770-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#slct201600770-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} either as a single PT[41](#slct201600770-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#slct201600770-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} or a multiple one,[43](#slct201600770-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#slct201600770-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#slct201600770-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#slct201600770-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} using prototype molecules. It is found in rearrangement reactions, protein functions, enzyme reactions or across proton channels and pumps. Many experimental and theoretical reports, as well as book chapters and reviews, have been devoted to PT along H‐bonds.[47](#slct201600770-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} Tunneling (a quantum effect of going *through* and not *over* an energy reaction barrier),^\[48\]^ transport in water molecules^\[49\]^ or hopping (or "hop‐turn" or Grotthuss mechanism)^\[50\]^ are the currently accepted proton relay modes. Interestingly, examples of PT, occurring without engaging H‐bonds, have recently been encountered.[51](#slct201600770-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Investigations have also focused on PT processes in the excited state (ESIPT).[52](#slct201600770-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#slct201600770-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}

The concept of proton (PT) and electron transfer (ET) is of growing interest in addressing energy issues such as conversion processes[54](#slct201600770-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} or even deciphering the mechanism of many natural and synthetic processes.[55](#slct201600770-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} What is more important is that the PT and ET may be a coupled process (PCET). Ongoing research focuses on the possibility that the two transfers proceed concertedly (CPET) instead of following a stepwise pathway.[56](#slct201600770-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}

### H‐bond Acidity and Basicity {#slct201600770-sec-0006}

During a PT process, surroundings are reorganized to adjust to a new equilibrium state. This is accompanied by charge,^\[56\]^ as well as bonding[57](#slct201600770-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"} redistribution. PT basicity and H‐bond basicity are important in biological systems.

The H‐bond may be looked at as an arrested intermediate in a deprotonation event. This implies that there is an acid‐base component to its behavior.[58](#slct201600770-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"} The impact of intramolecular H‐bonding on the O−H dissociation enthalpy has been studied in this respect.[59](#slct201600770-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"} H‐bond participants act as, either H acceptors (Brönsted bases) and H donors (Brönsted acids) or as electron donors (Lewis bases) and electron acceptors (Lewis acids).

The H‐bond is measured by its binding energy not directly and accurately but usually calculated from the thermodynamic parameters ΔG, ΔH and ΔS of the complex X−H⋅⋅⋅⋅Y.$$\left. {XH} + Y\leftrightarrow{XH} \cdot \cdot \cdot \cdot Y\mspace{720mu}\Delta G = \text{-}{RTlnk} = \Delta H - T\Delta S \right.$$

Many physical properties such as hydrophobic, electronic and steric substituent constants, as well as biological activities, are related to ΔG.

H‐bond acidity is the ability of a molecule to act as an H‐bond donor. In some cases, this property appears to follow the acidity concept.[60](#slct201600770-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} Halogen acids, however, are an example where the two concepts oppose each other. Acidity increases with halogen size while H‐bond acidity decreases.[61](#slct201600770-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} Ring strain (3‐or 4‐membered rings) has been found to increase H‐bond acidity.[62](#slct201600770-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}

Several experimental scales for H‐bond acidity and basicity have been developed.[63](#slct201600770-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#slct201600770-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} Intramolecular H‐bonding markedly reduces acidity while basicity remains essentially unaffected.[65](#slct201600770-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"} Lipophilicity, on the other hand, increases and this has been observed in *ortho*‐substituted phenols.[66](#slct201600770-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}

### Hydrophobic Interactions {#slct201600770-sec-0007}

Hydrophobic interactions (HI) between apolar molecules or apolar parts of molecules in water have been studied as early as end of 19^th^ century. HI are different from all other non covalent interactions in solution.[67](#slct201600770-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"} They do not arise directly from intermolecular interactions but are rather driven by the H‐bonded aggregation tendency of water molecules, minimizing the contact area between water and non polar entities. Their mechanism is still not clear though it has been under scrutiny for a long time.

Hydrophobicity is an important factor, in the structures of proteins and nucleic acids, surfactant aggregations, phospholipid or lipid components in biomembranes, binding of enzymes to substrates and binding of antigens to antibodies.

Some time ago, it was found[68](#slct201600770-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} that organic reactions can be carried out under hydrophobic control with high rates and selectivities, particularly if assisted by salting‐in or salting‐out agents (e. g. LiCl, LiClO~4~) or so‐called water‐like solvents such as β‐cyclodextrin, urea, formamide.

Strong H‐bonding between H~2~ O and non polar molecules points to HI. Currently, there are two competing views for its origin.[69](#slct201600770-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} The classical one suggests that interactions among H~2~ O molecules are much stronger than those between H~2~ O and non polar solute molecules. The "heretic" one, on the other hand, suggests that H~2~ O molecules rearrange to create a cavity to accommodate the solute, clearly at an entropy cost. The use of water as solvent in synthetic chemistry has eventually, emerged as a primary concern.[70](#slct201600770-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#slct201600770-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#slct201600770-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}

1.2. Non Conventional H‐bonding {#slct201600770-sec-0008}
-------------------------------

This interaction, being ubiquitous in macromolecules, has attracted great attention in chemistry and structural biology.[5](#slct201600770-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

### H‐H Interactions {#slct201600770-sec-0009}

This type of H‐bonding (close to a non bonding or Van der Waals contact) exists between identically or similarly charged H atoms. It has a stabilizing contribution to the bonding energy in (un)saturated hydrocarbons, even in cases where there are steric non bonding repulsions, originating from the approach of the H atoms within their Van der Waals radii.[73](#slct201600770-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}

### Dihydrogen Interactions {#slct201600770-sec-0010}

This type of interaction, termed as "dihydrogen bond",[74](#slct201600770-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#slct201600770-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} is dominated by electrostatic forces between H atoms of opposite charge of the type H^+^⋅⋅⋅⋅H (Figure [5](#slct201600770-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). In that, it is to be distinguished from an H−H‐bond.

![A typical dihydrogen interaction.](SLCT-1-4520-g007){#slct201600770-fig-0005}

Geometry and energy features are similar to those of the conventional H‐bond and find applications in catalysis and crystal engineering.

### H⋅⋅⋅π Interactions {#slct201600770-sec-0011}

This is the bond‐forming interaction between double/triple bonds, aromatic or cyclopropane rings and X⋅⋅⋅⋅H H‐donors.[75](#slct201600770-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} Several structures have been studied and their X‐ rays have revealed the operation of H⋅⋅⋅π interactions *intra*‐[76](#slct201600770-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} or *inter*‐molecularly.[77](#slct201600770-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#slct201600770-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}

### C‐H⋅⋅⋅π Interactions {#slct201600770-sec-0012}

This is the weakest of the H contacts that occurs between a soft acid, C⋅⋅⋅⋅H and a soft base, the *π*‐system.[79](#slct201600770-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}

The CH/*π* interaction is characteristic of a relatively large contribution from a π to a σ\* charge transfer and dispersive interaction compared to normal H‐bonding. Unlike the typical hard acid‐hard base H‐bonding, CH/*π* interaction may operate in both polar and non polar media and is hardly disturbed by water. This is important for molecular interactions in biological environments.

Groups that can participate in CH/*π* interactions are methyl, isopropyl, long chain alkyls or CHs in aromatic rings whereas unsaturated bonds (conjugated or isolated), aromatic rings of amino acids, nucleic acid bases, porphyrins etc. make up the *π‐*part (Figure [6](#slct201600770-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Examples of C−H--π H‐bond interactions.](SLCT-1-4520-g008){#slct201600770-fig-0006}

Its importance has been recognized in various fields of chemistry and biochemistry,[4](#slct201600770-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#slct201600770-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} as well as biomacromolecules, such as peptides and proteins[81](#slct201600770-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} and studied by *ab initio* MO calculations.[82](#slct201600770-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}

### Improper or anti‐H‐bond Interactions (blue shifting) {#slct201600770-sec-0013}

This is a C/H *π* interaction observed in C⋅⋅⋅⋅H⋅⋅⋅⋅benzene complexes. Its conception is opposite to that of an ordinary H‐bond. ^\[83, 84\]^ Accordingly, the charge transfer from the electron donor to the acceptor is directed to a remote part of the latter, accompanied by a re‐structuring of its geometry.

### Proton Coordination Interactions {#slct201600770-sec-0014}

Besides the known H‐bond interactions, already described, much less known is the ability of *H* ^δ+^ to coordinate to two or more atoms in bonding modes.^\[85\]^ Agostic interactions, H‐bridges, bi (multi) furcated H atoms are all facets of its coordination power. Agostic, in particular, is a covalent contact[86](#slct201600770-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"} of the types shown (Figure [7](#slct201600770-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}), similar to the well‐known H*‐*bridges (Figures [8](#slct201600770-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} & [9](#slct201600770-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}), where the H atom is *simultaneously* bonded to both C and M.

![General types of agostic contacts.](SLCT-1-4520-g009){#slct201600770-fig-0007}

![Examples of H‐bridges.](SLCT-1-4520-g010){#slct201600770-fig-0008}

![Examples of dihydrogen contacts.](SLCT-1-4520-g011){#slct201600770-fig-0009}

Charge density topological analysis and ^1^H/^13^C NMR spectra have been used to identify agostic interactions, usually observed in metal σ‐complexes, along with dihydrogen contacts (Figure [9](#slct201600770-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"}).

### H⋅⋅⋅S Bonds {#slct201600770-sec-0015}

In spite of its larger size than O and a more diffuse electron density, S can and does engage in H‐bonding.^\[87\]^ An H‐bond is observed if H⋅⋅⋅⋅S d ≤ 2.9 Å. For O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅S and N−H⋅⋅⋅⋅S interactions the acceptor is more frequently found in the ligand than in the protein. Intramolecular O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅S and O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O H‐bonds have been compared in resonance‐assisted H‐bonded (RAHB) environments.[88](#slct201600770-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}

### π⋅⋅⋅π Interactions {#slct201600770-sec-0016}

These interactions, also known as *Aromatic‐Aromatic or Arene‐Arene* interactions (AI), are non covalent interactions, ubiquitous in Nature. They are thought to confer stability to duplex DNA,[89](#slct201600770-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} they have been proposed to contribute to the unique properties of thermophilic proteins,[90](#slct201600770-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} they engage in aggregation of amyloid β in AD[91](#slct201600770-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"} and they are found in biomolecular recognition.

It has been estimated that *ca*. 60 % of aromatic side chains in proteins are engaged in pairs, 80 % of them form networks of ≥3 interacting aromatic rings.[92](#slct201600770-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"} It is believed that AI consists of Van der Waals, hydrophobic and electrostatic forces.[93](#slct201600770-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}, [94](#slct201600770-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} Substituent effects can determine the geometry of interaction (e.g edge‐to‐face or face‐to‐face) and if they are substantial, they can modify it.^\[95, 96\]^ The effect of heteroatoms has also been a research theme in a series of nucleic acids.^\[97\]^

### Cooperativity --Allostery {#slct201600770-sec-0017}

The interplay of various types of H‐bonding interactions within the same structure gives rise to cooperativity effects.[7](#slct201600770-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} This H‐bond multiplicity has been studied experimentally^\[98\]^ and theoretically.[99](#slct201600770-bib-0099){ref-type="ref"} It is known[100](#slct201600770-bib-0100){ref-type="ref"}, [101](#slct201600770-bib-0101){ref-type="ref"} that in arrays of conventional H‐bonds, such as O−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O and N−H⋅⋅⋅⋅O, the strength of the individual substituents is enhanced by cooperativity effects. σ‐Cooperativity is the best known, observed in O^δ−^−H^δ+^⋅⋅⋅⋅O^δ−^−H^δ+^⋅⋅⋅⋅O^δ−^−, where individual H‐bonds are strengthened by mutual polarization of the OH groups.

Complex systems, accommodating σ‐ or π‐cooperativity for *inter*‐ and *intra‐*molecular H‐bonding interactions, have been modeled.[102](#slct201600770-bib-0102){ref-type="ref"} If the induced σ‐ or π‐polarization, is relayed in the same direction, along an H‐bonded chain, the cooperativity is homodromic whereas in the opposite direction it is antidromic or anti‐cooperativity. Coupling of non‐linearly relayed tandem associations is a common feature in biological systems. π‐ Cooperativity in heterocyclic H‐bonded systems[103](#slct201600770-bib-0103){ref-type="ref"} has been of particular interest due to the extensive ring π-- delocalization, giving rise to RAHB‐stabilized interactions.

Cooperativity refers to self‐organization events whereas allostery applies to entities of substrate‐receptor binding sites and any information relay among binding subunits. Allostery prevails in naturally found molecular architectures and holds a key‐role in the regulation of enzymatic processes.

2. Applications of H‐bonding {#slct201600770-sec-0018}
============================

H‐Bonding, over its very long history, through an intensive and extensive scrutiny, has been established as an interaction of crucial significance to both chemical and biological processes. Deciphering its salient features fosters, at an impressive pace, the development of diverse applications, some of which are described in the following sections.

2.1. Catalysis {#slct201600770-sec-0019}
--------------

In Nature, catalysis is a complex operation of various processes the participants of which perform distinct and essential functions. For a long time transition metal (TM) complexes and enzymes have been the main efficient catalysts in every day laboratory use. The former have seen an impressive growth during the past two decades, catalyzing various transformations. In fact, Organic Synthesis has been historically dominated by transition metal catalysis.[104](#slct201600770-bib-0104){ref-type="ref"} The vitality of the field can be witnessed by a diverse array of catalysts of broad scope and applicability, as eloquently described in many reviews, ^\[105--110\]^ books or series.[111](#slct201600770-bib-0111){ref-type="ref"} Then a knowledge, as old as the early 70's, was re‐born and structured into the concept of organocatalysis.[112](#slct201600770-bib-0112){ref-type="ref"} This has gradually flourished into a synthetic strategy, over the last decade and has, now, reached enough maturity to stand as a research field in its own merit.

Asymmetric catalysis has long been dominated and still is by TM complexes. However, the organic catalysts have been picking up pace, offering many advantages over their metal‐based competitors, such as operational simplicity and ready availability, low cost, bench‐ stability and comparably higher robustness than enzymes or antibodies.

The use of organocatalysts in multi‐component, tandem or domino‐multi‐step reactions,[113](#slct201600770-bib-0113){ref-type="ref"}, [114](#slct201600770-bib-0114){ref-type="ref"}, [115](#slct201600770-bib-0115){ref-type="ref"} as well as total synthesis,[116](#slct201600770-bib-0116){ref-type="ref"} allows the stereo‐controlled assembly of architectures of increasing complexity while introducing "greenness" in the transformations. Nowadays, its constantly expanding potential can cover enantioselectivity, aerobic and moist reaction conditions. The advances in the field have been expertly reviewed.[117](#slct201600770-bib-0117){ref-type="ref"}, [118](#slct201600770-bib-0118){ref-type="ref"}, [119](#slct201600770-bib-0119){ref-type="ref"}, [120](#slct201600770-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}, [121](#slct201600770-bib-0121){ref-type="ref"}, [122](#slct201600770-bib-0122){ref-type="ref"}, [123](#slct201600770-bib-0123){ref-type="ref"}

In addition to its primacy as a structural determinant, H‐bonding has a crucial role in catalysis. Its potential as a catalyst has been relatively recently realized and appreciated in H donor organocatalysts. A broad range of this type of catalysts has been developed.[124](#slct201600770-bib-0124){ref-type="ref"}, [125](#slct201600770-bib-0125){ref-type="ref"}, [126](#slct201600770-bib-0126){ref-type="ref"}, [127](#slct201600770-bib-0127){ref-type="ref"}, [128](#slct201600770-bib-0128){ref-type="ref"}, [129](#slct201600770-bib-0129){ref-type="ref"}, [130](#slct201600770-bib-0130){ref-type="ref"}

### Transition Metal Catalysis {#slct201600770-sec-0020}

Extensive efforts and remarkable achievements have been reported over the years and still are, at an unabated rate, on the properties and reactivity patterns of metals pertaining to their application in diverse transformations. Relevant advances in transition metal catalysis, as well as its H‐bonding activity in many metal complexes, have been efficiently reviewed.[131](#slct201600770-bib-0131){ref-type="ref"}, [132](#slct201600770-bib-0132){ref-type="ref"}

A few comments are included, here, merely to pinpoint the significance of H‐bonding in metal complex‐mediated reactions. H‐bond donors or acceptors in metal complexes are metal‐bound, ligand‐based or external to the complex. Interactions may occur either within a metal complex or with surrounding molecules or ions through these types. Many of these complexes form quite strong H‐bonds, the chemistry of which has been extensively studied in biological systems.

### Organocatalysis {#slct201600770-sec-0021}

Organocatalysis offers many advantages to synthetic organic chemistry.[133](#slct201600770-bib-0133){ref-type="ref"} Organocatalysts are stable to air and water, easily handled, relatively nontoxic and readily separable from a reaction mixture. The use of enantiomerically pure organocatalysts, easily accessed from natural sources or by synthesis, is extremely important in the synthesis of enantiomers of the target structures, frequently both enantiomers. The induced enantioselectivity is crucial to the efficiency/potential of a structure as a drug candidate.

Useful review articles[134](#slct201600770-bib-0134){ref-type="ref"} detail the literature on the combined effects of (transition) metal and organic catalysts as a powerful approach in asymmetric catalysis.

A range of organocatalysts function through H‐bonding, usually intermolecularly. The intramolecular variant is less common. Nonetheless, its activating effect, through a phenol OH group[135](#slct201600770-bib-0135){ref-type="ref"} in bifunctional organocatalysts, has been recently reviewed.[14](#slct201600770-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

Various ureas and thioureas have been reported as either double[136](#slct201600770-bib-0136){ref-type="ref"}, [137](#slct201600770-bib-0137){ref-type="ref"}, [138](#slct201600770-bib-0138){ref-type="ref"}, [139](#slct201600770-bib-0139){ref-type="ref"}, [140](#slct201600770-bib-0140){ref-type="ref"}, [141](#slct201600770-bib-0141){ref-type="ref"} or bifunctional[120](#slct201600770-bib-0120){ref-type="ref"}, [142](#slct201600770-bib-0142){ref-type="ref"}, [143](#slct201600770-bib-0143){ref-type="ref"}, [144](#slct201600770-bib-0144){ref-type="ref"} H‐bond donor catalysts in asymmetric reactions. Solvent‐free thiourea organocatalysis of asymmetric Michael additions, under ball milling conditions, has been mediated by H‐bonding.[145](#slct201600770-bib-0145){ref-type="ref"} In their bifunctional mode, they mimic natural enzymes, allowing scope for enhanced catalyst activity and higher degree of stereo‐control.

All delineated transformations engage either the HOMO or the LUMO of the participants. A distinct departure from this trend, known as SOMO catalysis, has been developed by MacMillan.[146](#slct201600770-bib-0146){ref-type="ref"}, [147](#slct201600770-bib-0147){ref-type="ref"}, [148](#slct201600770-bib-0148){ref-type="ref"}, [149](#slct201600770-bib-0149){ref-type="ref"}, [150](#slct201600770-bib-0150){ref-type="ref"}, [151](#slct201600770-bib-0151){ref-type="ref"}

Molecular recognition, of paramount importance to biocatalysis (i. e. enzyme catalysis, see also below Enzyme & Cocktail Catalysis), rests upon anion sensing,^\[152\]^ binding[153](#slct201600770-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"} and stabilization.[153](#slct201600770-bib-0153){ref-type="ref"} Non covalent interactions, H‐bonding in particular,[154](#slct201600770-bib-0154){ref-type="ref"} play a major role in these life‐sustaining biological process. Their significance and potential to the catalytic activity of enzymes has been appreciated relatively recently.[155](#slct201600770-bib-0155){ref-type="ref"}, [156](#slct201600770-bib-0156){ref-type="ref"}, [157](#slct201600770-bib-0157){ref-type="ref"}

### Enzyme Catalysis {#slct201600770-sec-0022}

H‐bonding to an electrophile decreases the electron density of that species, activating it towards nucleophilic attack. This principle is employed frequently by enzymes in the acceleration of a wide range of chemical processes.

Enzyme catalysis has long been considered to rival intramolecularity.[158](#slct201600770-bib-0158){ref-type="ref"} The focus of that correlation has been on the high reaction rates observed in both types of processes (up to 10^8^‐10^10^‐10^18^!). Proximity of reacting centers in either intramolecular reactions *via* covalent forces or enzymic reactions *via* non covalent interactions, has been the core theme of a long debated discordance on these similarities. Fredric Menger[159](#slct201600770-bib-0159){ref-type="ref"} and Thomas C. Bruice[160](#slct201600770-bib-0160){ref-type="ref"} have elegantly laid out the relevant arguments. The combined effects of enzymes and organocatalysts have been eloquently reviewed.[161](#slct201600770-bib-0161){ref-type="ref"}

Organic Chemists have always viewed enzymes as organic catalysts. That is certainly true and in the words of J. Knowles "...*enzymes are no different from other catalysts, only better...*" The statement, put in such a captivatingly simple way, reflects the proficiency of enzymes to effect transformations, smoothly, complex ones among them, stereoselectively, fast, under mild conditions and quite often in high yields.

Enzymic action proceeds, first through binding to the substrate, stabilizes the TS, achieving selectivity and that then reacts further to the final product (Figure [10](#slct201600770-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"}). Examples with GSH and its complexes with transferase isoenzymes (A1‐ 1, P1‐ 1 or M1‐ 1) have been reported.[162](#slct201600770-bib-0162){ref-type="ref"}

![Schematic representation of the GSH‐Enzyme mechanism of action.](SLCT-1-4520-g012){#slct201600770-fig-0010}

Several studies have been reported on the kinetic and energetic aspects of enzymic activity. Low Barrier H‐bonds (LBHBs) have been considered as a major factor.[163](#slct201600770-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"} The dominant view, nowadays, is that of a multi‐factorial regime of interactions.[163](#slct201600770-bib-0163){ref-type="ref"}, [164](#slct201600770-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"} Nuclear quantum tunneling and dynamics have been invoked in enzyme--catalyzed H transfer reactions.[164](#slct201600770-bib-0164){ref-type="ref"} Many redox processes are accompanied by proton content changes at enzyme active sites. Getting a grasp of such a reactivity path is a current chemical challenge.[165](#slct201600770-bib-0165){ref-type="ref"}

It is interesting to note that changes in ▵G^≠^ have been correlated to *Near‐Attack Conformers* (NACs) \[166\], a parameter defining the required conformation of reactants to enter the TS and that is yet another feature linking enzyme‐catalysed reactions to intramolecular ones.

### Cocktail Catalysis {#slct201600770-sec-0023}

In recent years, the idea of organocatalysis, enzyme catalysis and transition metal catalysis joining forces, has been born and rapidly grown.[167](#slct201600770-bib-0167){ref-type="ref"} The ultimate goal behind this quest is to discover and develop efficient approaches towards the synthesis of complex molecules with satisfactory chemo‐ and stereoselectivity not attainable by each of the methods applied individually.

2.2. Biomolecule‐Ligand Complexes {#slct201600770-sec-0024}
---------------------------------

DNA and RNA structures, peptide and protein secondary structures, such as α‐helices, β‐sheets, β‐and γ‐loops, as well as their tertiary protein structures, have H‐bonds as major contributors (enthalpy component) and hydrophobic contacts (entropy component).

The 3D protein architecture is largely stabilized by H‐bonds. Their strength endows them with specificity in structure and function and a conserved orientation.[169](#slct201600770-bib-0169){ref-type="ref"} Their weakness, entails fragility, during complexation, folding and conformation change.[170](#slct201600770-bib-0170){ref-type="ref"}

A protein\'s secondary structure is held by weak H‐bonds. A puzzling question is, thus, what gives that protein strength, elasticity and resilience? Studies on β‐sheet proteins have revealed[171](#slct201600770-bib-0171){ref-type="ref"} that the strength of protein‐based materials may lie in the geometric configuration of the β‐strands making up the β‐sheets via cooperative H‐bond clusters. Molecular simulations have been called in to explore and decipher the geometry requirements for the observed strength.

Geometries of macromolecules are complicated and the overall complexity increases further by the various types of H donors and acceptors at the protein‐ligand interface.[59](#slct201600770-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [172](#slct201600770-bib-0172){ref-type="ref"}, [173](#slct201600770-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"}

During the formation of a protein‐ligand complex, water molecules compete with binding. The latter prevails if the H‐bond energy in the complex and the entropy gain from water release is more favorable than the free energy contributed by the H‐bonded binding partners and water molecules (Figure [11](#slct201600770-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}).[174](#slct201600770-bib-0174){ref-type="ref"}, [175](#slct201600770-bib-0175){ref-type="ref"}, [176](#slct201600770-bib-0176){ref-type="ref"}

![Ligand‐protein complex in presence of water molecules.](SLCT-1-4520-g013){#slct201600770-fig-0011}

Ligands interacting with functionalities of a binding site, through H‐bonds, bind in a specific orientation. The H‐bonding interactions demand optimum distances and angles.[173](#slct201600770-bib-0173){ref-type="ref"}, [177](#slct201600770-bib-0177){ref-type="ref"}, [178](#slct201600770-bib-0178){ref-type="ref"}, [179](#slct201600770-bib-0179){ref-type="ref"}

The backbone H‐bonding of amino acid side chains in their binding interactions, is still a non clarified issue. Perturbation of this backbone pattern has been recently described as a means to assess the contribution of H‐bonding to binding interactions.[180](#slct201600770-bib-0180){ref-type="ref"}

Of particular interest is the H‐bond furcation,^\[181\]^ a common phenomenon in protein‐ligand binding, observed in the active sites of their complexes, ranging from bi‐ to hexa‐furcated geometries (see also sections 2.1 & 2.2).

H/D exchange has been applied to protein folding, for a long time, as an effective means for locating the amide H atoms in the interior or exterior of a protein \[182\]. Recently, H/ D exchange has found increasing use in small molecule design.[183](#slct201600770-bib-0183){ref-type="ref"} Proton transfer (PT) (see section 2.1) is also of paramount importance in the functions of cells and is assisted by large complex proteins embedded in membranes.[184](#slct201600770-bib-0184){ref-type="ref"}

A recent survey of protein and nucleic acid structures has unveiled halogen bonds, stabilizing *inter*‐ and *intra*‐molecular interactions affecting ligand binding.[185](#slct201600770-bib-0185){ref-type="ref"}, [186](#slct201600770-bib-0186){ref-type="ref"}, [187](#slct201600770-bib-0187){ref-type="ref"} A unified approach to describe H-- and halogen-- bonding interactions has been reported.[188](#slct201600770-bib-0188){ref-type="ref"}

Enzymes and receptors often show high specificities for their substrates and agonists, respectively.[189](#slct201600770-bib-0189){ref-type="ref"} Exceptions are some metabolic enzymes, e. g. cytochromes, oxidizing a number of drugs, and some transporters.

It is known that similar ligand interactions with a receptor‐binding site exhibit similar affinities even if their structures are different. This is an important issue in drug design (Figure [12](#slct201600770-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}).[190](#slct201600770-bib-0190){ref-type="ref"} Shape similarity is also important in ligand binding, sometimes more so than H‐bonding.[191](#slct201600770-bib-0191){ref-type="ref"}, [192](#slct201600770-bib-0192){ref-type="ref"}

![H‐bonding in receptor‐ligand binding interactions.](SLCT-1-4520-g014){#slct201600770-fig-0012}

H‐bonding networks incorporating water molecules are important in the ligand binding sites of many protein‐ligand 3D structures (Figure [12](#slct201600770-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"}).[193](#slct201600770-bib-0193){ref-type="ref"}, [194](#slct201600770-bib-0194){ref-type="ref"}, [195](#slct201600770-bib-0195){ref-type="ref"} In protein environments, it is known that PTs occur along polar or charged residues and isolated water molecules. ^\[196\]^ Proton shifts, as a sequence of slow PTs, is crucial to the energetics of a cell. Recent findings, however, seem to be compatible to a rather fast diffusion through the membrane\'s hydration layer.[197](#slct201600770-bib-0197){ref-type="ref"} H‐bonding also contributes to membrane protein folding and stability. Experiment has shown that the H‐bonding contribution to stability in water‐soluble proteins is only *ca*. 1 kcalmol^−1^.[195](#slct201600770-bib-0195){ref-type="ref"} Double‐mutant cycle studies have indicated that H‐bonding is also weak in membrane proteins too. In any case, the individual H‐bonds may be weak but their overall effect may be sound.

2.3. Crystal Packing/ Engineering {#slct201600770-sec-0025}
---------------------------------

In Nature, nano‐objects are assembled from macromolecular precursors. Bio‐macromolecules, such as proteins or DNA, exhibit structural homogeneity, possess exceptional mechanical properties, perform impressive catalytic functions (e. g. cytochrome P~450~) and have high information storage capability (e. g. DNA).

A major theme in the development of organization of matter is selectivity. In this context, molecular self‐assembly has emerged as a powerful technology for the synthesis of nanomaterials. Technologies to induce predefined secondary structural motifs by means of self‐assembly of oligo‐ and polymeric precursors allow the design of abiotic devices with capabilities superior to those displayed by their natural counterparts.

Intermolecular interactions, which, through packing, allow the construction of materials with defined physical and chemical properties, give rise to crystal engineering as proposed by Desiraju.[198](#slct201600770-bib-0198){ref-type="ref"} H‐bond--directed organization of molecular precursors has garnered much success. H‐bonded ensembles are, generally, kinetically labile, under ambient conditions. A reversibility‐ or irreversibility‐triggering event will hamper or favour selectivity, respectively.[199](#slct201600770-bib-0199){ref-type="ref"}

Just as covalent bond formation is characterized by chemo‐ , regio‐ , stereo‐ and enantio‐selectivity, a similar classification applies to its non covalent variant. The selectivity types we shall refer to will be the H‐mediated ones.[200](#slct201600770-bib-0200){ref-type="ref"}

### Chemoselectivity {#slct201600770-sec-0026}

This refers to the specificity guiding a functional group aggregation. For example, carboxylic acids and amides embody self‐complementary recognition groups defined by H‐bond donor and acceptor pairs. In molecules incorporating these groups, one can distinguish both homomeric or heteromeric assembly modes.

The H‐bond strength, in both modes, is of the same order of magnitude as their energy difference, thus, hindering selectivity.[200](#slct201600770-bib-0200){ref-type="ref"} The acid‐base features of H‐bonding, on the other hand, could be called in to drive selectivity by pK~α~ adjustments.[201](#slct201600770-bib-0201){ref-type="ref"}

### Regioselectivity {#slct201600770-sec-0027}

Regioselective association of molecular components may give rise to alternative super‐structures. Sterically directed or preorganized molecular components can, under thermodynamic control, trigger regioselectivity.[202](#slct201600770-bib-0202){ref-type="ref"}, [203](#slct201600770-bib-0203){ref-type="ref"}

### Stereoselectivity {#slct201600770-sec-0028}

Association of two chiral precursors may form a diastereomeric aggregate. Chiral‐chiral or achiral‐achiral molecular associations may also exhibit diastereoselectivity.

Molecular recognition and host‐guest chemistry have been extensively studied,[204](#slct201600770-bib-0204){ref-type="ref"}, [205](#slct201600770-bib-0205){ref-type="ref"} particularly in amino acid / peptide receptors.[206](#slct201600770-bib-0206){ref-type="ref"} Numerous chiral receptors, acting through H‐bonds to bind racemic guests, have been described.

### Enantioselectivity {#slct201600770-sec-0029}

To preserve induction of enantiomeric excess in a stereochemical transformation demands that the chiral product be kinetically inert. Resolution of chiral super‐structures, arising from H‐bond associations, is viable, under following conditions: (a) crystal nuclei formed are infrequent and slow, (b) crystal growth, once initiated, is rapid and (c) enantiomer interconversion in solution is fast.

### Tubular Structures {#slct201600770-sec-0030}

Channel‐like structures have captured the interest of chemists for a long time. Most prominent ones are ionic channels,[207](#slct201600770-bib-0207){ref-type="ref"} zeolites[208](#slct201600770-bib-0208){ref-type="ref"} and carbon nanotubes.[209](#slct201600770-bib-0209){ref-type="ref"} Ionic channels, formed by proteins, are responsible for the transport of Na and K ions through the lipophilic cell walls. Both ends are surrounded by --vely charged amino acids, giving rise to a local high concentration of cations. The tubular structure, thus formed, is kept intact by H‐bonds among the amino acids.

Zeolites (silicates with regular rigid 3D frameworks made of Si, Al) form a covalently bound framework containing cavities and channels. The interior is covered with --vely charged O centers and OH groups, providing a hydrophilic environment similar to ionic channels. Inclusion of metal ions or larger molecules is, thus, allowed, anchored by H‐bonds or dipole‐dipole interactions.

Carbon nanotubes are formed from graphite sheets in which C atoms are connected / held by covalent bonds. Mechanical, optical and electronic properties of these frameworks are of particular significance to technology applications.

2.4. Tautomerism {#slct201600770-sec-0031}
----------------

This is an important type of isomerism, found in organic chemistry, biochemistry, medicinal chemistry, pharmacology and molecular biology. It is, in fact, a major component in organic reactions \[210\] and biochemical processes,[211](#slct201600770-bib-0211){ref-type="ref"} including those that involve specific interactions with proteins, enzymes and receptors.

It is observed in bioamines (e.g histamine),[212](#slct201600770-bib-0212){ref-type="ref"} amino acids (e.g histidine and arginine),[213](#slct201600770-bib-0213){ref-type="ref"} pyrimidine bases (e.g cytosine, thymine, uracil),[214](#slct201600770-bib-0214){ref-type="ref"} purine bases (adenine, guanine)[215](#slct201600770-bib-0215){ref-type="ref"} and porphyrins.[216](#slct201600770-bib-0216){ref-type="ref"}

Tautomerism has hampered, at times, deciphering of issues, such as chemical reactivity, biological activity or structure assignment. Having to choose the biologically active tautomer among those of varying thermodynamic stability is frequently a daunting task. A less stable one is, more often than not, the active intermediate in a biotransformation, dictating its reaction course.

Proton transfer (PT) (see section 2.1), intramolecularly, in structures exhibiting tautomerism or intermolecularly, between neutral or ionic species, is a crucial step and quite often the rate‐determining one in such processes.[2](#slct201600770-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [217](#slct201600770-bib-0217){ref-type="ref"}, [218](#slct201600770-bib-0218){ref-type="ref"} Tunneling (see section 2.1),[47](#slct201600770-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [219](#slct201600770-bib-0219){ref-type="ref"} in this context, has a key role in enzyme dynamics and catalytic activity (see section 3.1).[220](#slct201600770-bib-0220){ref-type="ref"}

The stabilizing effect of H‐bonding in nucleic acid or protein complexes is strongly related to proton transfer between identical[221](#slct201600770-bib-0221){ref-type="ref"} (e.g homodimers) or distinct^\[222\]^ (e.g heterodimers) tautomers of the same molecule. H‐bonding is an important factor in controlling tautomeric equilibria, typical cases being those of keto‐enol in aliphatic or aromatic carbonyl compounds,[223](#slct201600770-bib-0223){ref-type="ref"} Schiff bases, (keto)oxime‐nitroso(enol)[224](#slct201600770-bib-0224){ref-type="ref"} (e.g quinone oxime‐nitrosophenol) or enamine‐imine,[225](#slct201600770-bib-0225){ref-type="ref"} to name a few.

A feature of significance, common to all these H‐bond‐based tautomeric regimes, is their resonance‐assisted strong H‐bonds (RAHBs) (see also, section 2.1).[2](#slct201600770-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [225](#slct201600770-bib-0225){ref-type="ref"}

H‐bonding has also been correlated to the aromaticity of heterocycles, as a major determinant of their tautomeric forms and corresponding reactivity.[226](#slct201600770-bib-0226){ref-type="ref"}

3. Summary and Outlook {#slct201600770-sec-0032}
======================

H‐Bonding has travelled a long way and established itself as a non covalent stabilizing interaction with a decisive role on the structure, reactivity or function of molecular frameworks. Despite its long age and many applications in chemistry, biology, materials and their interface, it still has a long way to go, unraveling its potential in areas either yet unexplored or re‐assessable.

As a bridge of these disciplines, H‐bonding potential and perspectives are essentially unlimited. In fields as diverse as functional materials, crystal engineering, drug design (host‐guest chemistry, protein functions and modeling), H‐bonding, in concert or in contest with other "non conventional" bonding types of promising future, entering the scene, such as carbon, halogen and pnicogen interactions, are expected to thrive in the future.
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